The Home Ventilating
Institute
Jean’s
Coffee Break

It was great seeing all
of you last May for the
dealer meeting. It was an
excellent meeting and I
really enjoyed it.
Now that we all know that
ERVs keep moisture out in
summer during air conditioning
season, this question came up:
“How do we operate an HRV?”
The answer is very simple:
Minimum speed or intermittent
mode (20 minutes per hour),
where applicable. Unfortunately,
ventilation units are turned off
or simply unplugged for the
summer. Obviously, homeowners
are losing the benefits of
proper indoor air quality. The
air conditioning business is
growing, and more and more
windows are closed. Using
HRVs during air conditioning
might be a bit more expensive
than an ERV, but it’s all worth
it. For units such as the
Constructo 1.5 and 2.0 without
intermittent mode, this is the
chance to upgrade the control
to the Lite Touch (40390),
which includes this mode.
On a technical note, remember
that it takes 30 seconds to
boot the circuit board of a
Constructo 1.0 before it is
ready to operate. During this
time, the unit will not respond
to any operation.
Happy ventilation!
Jean Pothier
Senior Technician and Trainer

Venmar Ventilation has for many years
been a loyal and proud supporter of HVI
– The Home Ventilating Institute, where
the world’s leading residential ventilation
manufacturers ensure customer satisfaction with HVI Certified Performance
Ratings available exclusively through HVI.
HVI certifies a complete range of residential ventilation products, from bathroom fans to heat and energy recovery
ventilators. Certification for airflow, sound
and energy performance is based on
product tests performed by independent
laboratories using HVI procedures. To
ensure that certified products continue
to meet their tested performance, verification testing is performed by HVI on
a regular basis.
Does certified performance really make
a difference? It certainly does. Certified
performance ratings ensure a level playing field in the market place. All products are tested using the same procedures so one product can be fairly compared with another. For the builder this
means peace of mind when selecting
ventilation products, knowing that they
will meet building code requirements
and consumer expectations. For the
installing contractor this means that

IAQ by
Gord Cooke

he can compare
products based on
actual performance
rather then manufacturers‘ marketing
claims. For the
consumer, certified
performance simply means an intelligent choice. Products can be selected
not only for their appearance, but also
for airflow, sound and energy, ensuring
customer satisfaction. For building
inspectors, HVI Certification provides
clear identification and the ability to
confirm the product’s performance in
the online Certified Product Directory at
www.hvi.org.
Since 1955 HVI has been helping the
residential building industry ensure better indoor air quality through proper
mechanical ventilation. Make sure your
customers understand the importance
and value of the HVI Certified Performance
label found on all Venmar AVS products.
Daniel Forest
Vice President - Technology & Product Development
Venmar Ventilation Inc.

Sales Training

Sales Training with Félix Laventure of
“l’École de la vente professionnelle”
Did you know that 70% of your sales go
to your competitors? Surprising figure,
isn’t it? Studies have shown that the
average salesperson closes only one to
three sales out of a possible ten. That’s
nearly seven sales you’re losing to your
competitor! How is that possible?
Venmar AVS is pleased to be able to
offer personalized training to help you
to close even the trickiest sales. This
course, titled “The Specialized Contractor Coach, Partnering with the Client –
Level 1” will show you how to win over
customers who are hesitant about
buying your product and will improve
your skills and sales abilities. As Félix
Laventure, instructor at l’École de la
vente professionnelle, says “This training
will teach you the contractor specialist’s

four preparatory steps. These steps are
essential to excel in selling added value
as an installer, rather than just selling a
price, or worse, lowering your price!”
You will also learn how to analyse and
understand the elements of first impressions, and to assimilate new and varied
work methods. At the end of the training, you will take home a unique presentation manual developed by our
Marketing Department, chock full of
tips and advice relevant to your line of
business. Mélanie Gagnon of Frigo
Temp, following a training session given
last May in Quebec City, said, “The
training content was adapted to Venmar
products. The workshops and group
interaction made the training pleasant,
dynamic and interesting. The two days’
training just flew by! In short, this training
and the instructor deserve 10 out of 10!”
Don’t delay! Reserve your spot now for
the next training session taking place in
your area and contact your sales representative or distributor:
• August 21 and 22, 2006 in Toronto, Ontario
• August 24 and 25, 2006 in Ottawa, Ontario
• August 30 and 31, 2006 in Moncton,
New Brunswick
• November 6 and 7, 2006 in Regina,
Saskatchewan

Air Conditioning
and Ventilation

This newsletter will find most HVAC contractors in the throes of the busy air
conditioning season. It is important to
remember that air conditioning is relatively new to the housing market and it
changes dramatically the way houses
work. On a very simple level, homeowners
used to rely on natural ventilation as a
cooling strategy and as a result, helped
ensure adequate air quality throughout
the summer months. This is why we originally thought of ventilation and HRVs as
a winter only requirement. In fact,
because homeowners don’t use windows
as much as they used to (in any season)
and because air quality – both indoor
and outdoor – is generally worse in the
summer, when quoting AC systems,
HVAC contractors need to remind
homeowners of air quality issues. AC
does provide an excellent opportunity
for homeowners to control the quality of
air in their home by closing windows and
avoiding bringing in too much of the
hot, humid outside air and its associated
dust and pollen pollutants. This makes
ventilation and specifically energy recovery ventilation a perfect match with air
conditioning; limit uncontrollable natural
ventilation and add back just the right
amount of fresh filtered air that has been
conditioned by the ERV to optimize
energy savings and moisture content of
the air. In many cases, homeowners are
prompted to consider air conditioning
because someone in the household suffers from respiratory problems. Certainly
these clients and many others need to
be properly educated on air quality and
what a professional HVAC contractor’s
role is in, ensuring the healthiest possible indoor air for households. Include a
conversation about IAQ and ventilation
on all your AC calls this summer.
Gord Cooke
Special Contributor
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August / November

November

Throughout the year

Sept. 12th to Nov. 30th

Sales Training with
Félix Laventure

Upcoming
Newsletter

Home Plans Promo

Promo “Change the air…
and pack your bags”

August 21st and 22nd in Toronto, Ontario
August 24th and 25th in Ottawa, Ontario
August 30th and 31st in Moncton, New Brunswick
November 6th and 7th in Regina, Saskatchewan

